
 
Safety Rules/Range Procedures 
 
DESIGNATED RANGE SAFETY OFFICER 
The designated Range Safety Officer (RSO) is the first person to shoot at the range unless otherwise designated. The RSO is 
responsible for maintaining a safe shooting environment, designating the range “hot” or “cold” and requesting the assistance of 
Great Guns staff if there is a problem (970-897-2277). When the current range safety officer leaves the range, the next person 
who arrived at the range after them is now the RSO. 

HOT/COLD RANGE 

A “hot” range means shooting is allowed downrange. A “cold” range means no shooting is allowed, guns are empty, action open, 
locked back and resting on the bench. All shooters must remain behind the yellow line until the range is called hot. DO NOT 
touch your gun while people are downrange. Do not load magazines at the bench. Case and uncase your firearms only when the 
range is hot. If the person who made the range cold cannot be found, a Great Guns employee must approve shooting to 
commence/call range “hot.” Shooting is allowed during Great Guns hours of operation, when the range is declared “hot” and 
once all shooters understand the range rules. 

CEASE FIRE 

If a cease fire is called, stop shooting, set your gun down with muzzle downrange and step away from the bench and behind the 
yellow line. Do not approach the bench until the range is clear and declared “hot.” 

 

SHOTGUN RANGES 

On the 5-Stand, Skeet and Sporting Clays Ranges, two shells are allowed in your gun. On the Trap ranges, only one shell is 
allowed in your gun. Firearms are only to be loaded when standing in your “box” or at your station. Only shot between 7.5 and 9 
is allowed. If a clay target machine is not throwing ideal targets or is malfunctioning, let a range employee know. DO NOT try to 
fix it yourself. 

FIREARM SAFETY RULES 

1. ALWAYS keep your gun pointed in a safe direction. 
2. ALWAYS keep your finger off the trigger until ready to shoot. 
3. ALWAYS keep your gun unloaded until ready to shoot. 
4. Both eye and ear protection are always REQUIRED by persons at or near the range. 
5. Know your target and what is beyond. 
6. Be sure gun is safe to operate. 
7. Know how to use the gun safely. 
8. Use only correct ammunition for your gun. 
9. Never use alcohol or drugs before or during shooting. 
10. Be aware that certain guns and shooting activities require additional safety precautions. 

 

PARKING 

Park vehicles in front of the range you are using. If conditions are wet, parking downgrade is at your own risk. 
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